
 

  

 

 

Offshore-Law – new opportunities in sight? 

by Carmen Lupșan, Attorney at Law 

 

On 17 November 2018, the controversial so-called offshore law1 came into effect after it was 
highly debated.   

Background  

The offshore law is based on a governmental initiative from 2017. The Senate enacted it in 
February; at the beginning of July, the Chamber of Deputies followed its lead. However, the 
president did not adopt the law, asking for it to be re-examined. The main criticism was at the 
lack of legal certainty for investors, and the potential negative consequences for the state 
budget.     

After re-examination of the law, it was enacted by the Senate, and sent on to the Chamber of 
Deputies. On 24th of October the Chamber of Deputies passed the offshore law which was then 
adopted by the President and published in the Romanian Official Gazette. 

Content 

The law has several main components. It regulates: 

 

 authorizations for oil-producing activities  

 legal easements in this regard  

 fiscal and economic regulations  

 administrative offences and penalties. 

 

This article looks at the first two components of the law. The fiscal and economic impact will be 

handled separately in a future article. 

Authorization of works 

This component mainly provides exceptions from the Romanian building law for specific works.  

“Works2” are carried out based on an authorization from the Ministry of Energy, while offshore 
well-related works require an authorization from the National Agency for raw material deposits 
(ANRM).  

These authorizations replace the traditional building permit. The Law also lists the documents 
needed to obtain the authorizations.    

This section of the law also regulates requirements for urban planning certificates (certificat de 
urbanism) and includes special rules about their validity period.  

Furthermore a government decision on the final acceptance of the construction works must be 
adopted within 90 days after the law comes into force.       

                                                           
1
 Law on certain measures for the implementation of petroleum operations by the holders of petroleum 

agreements over offshore crude oil fields 
2
 “Works“ include geotechnical drilling, as well as construction, shutdown, extension and consolidation of 

offshore and onshore executed projects related to petroleum operations.  
 



Special conditions for off-shore petroleum operations  

Of major importance here are the rights granted by law for carrying out activities. Holders of 
petroleum agreements (“Titleholders”)3 that carry out petroleum operations dispose by law, 
during this activity, of legal (underground, surface and air) easements on properties owned by 
the state. In this case neither a land register entry, nor the consent of the owner or the user is 
necessary. Thirty days before exercising the easement right, these persons must be informed. 
They have the right to remuneration/compensation.        

The law also includes labour regulations. For instance, at least 25% of the average annual 
number of employees carrying out off-shore production operations must be Romanian citizens 
who are tax-resident in Romania. 

Every Titleholder not residing in Romania must establish a subsidiary or branch in Romania 
within 30 days as of signing the first agreement, and maintain it for the entire duration of the 
agreement.       

Reactions 

The offshore law has met a great deal of criticism both from the political and from the 
commercial point of view, inter alia by the Romanian Black Sea Titleholders Association, the 
association of the offshore concession rights holders in the Black Sea, who were not given the 
chance to express their opinion and misgivings from a professional perspective. 

The companies that will lead both the deep sea and shallow-water projects have refrained from 
making statements on the offshore law in the media, but announced that a decision on the 
planned investments would be made in 2019.        

Conclusion 

As a result of the limited experience Romania has with such offshore-projects, it is debatable 
whether all practice-relevant aspects have been taken into consideration in the offshore law. 

Although the offshore law has caused a bit of an uproar, in the long-run it could boost 
Romania’s economy in different fields related to the oil and gas production and ancillary 
industries. What the active economic actors will make of it and how they will use this new 
opportunity remains to be seen. In any case, the support of the Romanian State is essential.     
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 Titular de acorduri petroliere 
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